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High Current Cathode Thermal Behavior, Part I: Theory
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Abstract thruster. For example, the current contours within
the magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thruster cannot

Cathode erosion is one of the life limit- be specified independently of the cathode tempera-
ing mechanisms for several classes of electric ture distribution because the majority of the current
thrusters. Since cathode erosion is strongly is from thermionic emission. Since the cathode model
dependent on the cathode temperature, a boundary conditions also depend on the character-
quantitative understanding of the effects of istics of the main plasma, the two models must be
cathode operation on the cathode tempera- ultimately coupled to obtain an overall model of the
ture is required. The development of a cath- cathode region of the thruster.
ode/plasma interaction model for determin-
ing the heat loads to the cathode as func- Several different approaches have been taken in the

tions of the various free stream plasma pa- past to characterize the nature of the hot-cathode arc

rameters is presented. This model is combined physics. Typically two models are considered, one de-

with a cathode thermal model in order to pro- scribing the plasma near the cathode and the other

vide a complete and integrated picture of high modeling of the thermal characteristics of the cath-

current cathode operation. Several computa- ode. Past works have focussed primarily on one or

tional examples are used to illustrate the com- the other of these models, but both are needed since

bined model. they are closely coupled. That is, the plasma model
provides the heat loads (boundary conditions) for

Introduction the thermal model, and the thermal model provides
the surface temperature which strongly affects the

One of the major issues for the use of electric plasma near the cathode through thermionic emis-
propulsion thrusters is lifetime. Missions analyses es- sion.
timate that for electric propulsion to be a viable op- Additionally, an elementary approach to an overallAdditionally, an elementary approach to an overalltion, thruster lifetimes must be of the order of 1000 model is to consider an energy balance for the MPD

model is to consider an energy balance for the MPDto 15,000 hours. Cathode erosion, one of the pri- . .to 15,000 hours. Cathode erosion, one of the pri- thruster [2]. The difficulty with this approach is inmary life-limiting mechanisms, has been shown to de-
determining the heat loads to the electrodes which

pend strongly on the cathode temperature [1]. There-s e e ct h
are typically approximated as a simple fraction of thefore, part of this study is intended to provide a sim- electrical input power. That is, for a thruster oper-
electrical input power. That is, for a thruster oper-ple means of predicting the cathode temperature for ating at 100 kW of electrical power, 40 percent (or

various thruster operating conditions. In addition, 40 kW) may be lost as anode heating and 20 percent
the thermal characteristics of the electrodes must be 0 kW) may be lost as cat e heatin. This
known to compute the overall thruster thermal loads (or 20 k) ma be s efl for examining exeriental

S 1approach can be useful for examining experimentalto the spacecraft. This model also provides the ap- data. Shih et al.[3 used calorimetry on the anode,data. Shih et al.[3] used calorimetry on the anode,propriate boundary conditions at the cathode sur- c a p t d t
. cathode and plume to determine the energy distribu-

face for models of the operating characteristics of the ton r r. y usi
tion within the MPD thruster. They then, using the

*Member of the Technical Staff input current, determined "equivalent voltage drops"
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for the anode and cathode. That is, thermal char- a near-cathode plasma model and a thermal model
acteristics were used to help describe the discharge of the cathode. The near-cathode plasma model con-
characteristics. nects the properties of the main plasma with the cath-

A simple model of the cathode sheath was de- ode. Specifically, given the plasma properties within
veloped by Prewett and Allen to describe the dou- a mean-free-path of the surface, the near-cathode
ble sheath associated with a thermionically emit- model predicts the heat flux and current density to
ting cathode [4]. This model has been previously the cathode surface. With these boundary conditions
used to describe arcjet [5] and MPD thruster cath- and the traditional thermal transport mechanisms,
ode heating [6]. The model developed by Siegfried the thermal model can predict the temperature dis-
and Wilbur [7] combines this sheath model [4] with tribution within the cathode. Because of the inter-
an ionization zone, surface current and energy bal- dependency of the two models, they must be solved
ances, and empirical relations for the flow field within simultaneously.
the hollow cathode. A similar model is presented by
Salhi and Turchi [8], except that the empirical model Near-Cathode Plasma Model
is replaced with an isothermal flow model.

Compared to the plasma, a thermal model of the An illustration of the near-cathode plasma is shown
cathode is generally straight-forward but may be nu- in Fig. (1). The Debye length, mean free path,
merically challenging. Simple one and one-half di-
mensional (axial temperature distribution with radial
heat inputs) models have been presented by Bade and Sheath Presheath Boundary Layers
Yoe [9] and Mehta [10]. Mehta's model includes ra- Solid
dial convection and radiation, Ohmic heating, and \ I I I
constant material properties (temperature indepen- Recombination Ionization Main Plasma
dent) for specified tip and base temperatures. Note region region

that neither of these models are capable of including LD -C |
radial heat loads from arc attachment. The model by L
Weng and Seldin [11] considers the axial and radial L-C
temperature distributions within the cathode of an
electric steel furnace. While the thermal model may Figure 1: Near-cathode plasma regions.
seem simple, numerical difficulties arise from the non- g u r e 1  -l a gions.

linearities, specifically, temperature dependent mate- and thermal, concentration and momentum bound-
rial properties, radiation, and arc heating. ary layers are represented by LD, Le, and LT,C,M

Two simple models have been developed for the respectively. For this study, only the surface, sheath,
combined (plasma-cathode heating) solution. Bade presheath and ionization regions are modeled. The
and Yos [9] developed a model which combines a simn- relative magnitudes of the ion and plasma electron
plified sheath model with a simple thermal model for currents differ in each of the near-cathode regions. In
arcjet cathodes (arc attachment at the tip only). The the main body of the plasma, the current is predom-
model presented by King [12] for an MPD thruster inantly carried by the electrons, while in the sheath
includes a simplified sheath model (neglecting the region the ion current may dominate. To match
plasma electron contribution) with a surface energy these regions an ionization region (which produces
balance. While this model is appropriate for high the required number of ions for the sheath region)
cathode voltages, neglecting the plasma electron con- is required between the sheath and the main plasma
tribution can significantly affect the results for low body. Similarly, a recombination region exists at the
voltages (< 10 volts) which are more appropriate for cathode surface to produce a transition to pure elec-
steady-state MPD thrusters.steady-state MPD thrusters. tron conduction in the solid. At the surface, ions are

Cathode Model also converted to neutrals, which then return to the
plasma. Each of the regions will be briefly discussed

The cathode model consists of two parts, namely in the following sections. A complete description of
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each region model, the overall near-cathode plasma consists of the energy required by an emitted elec-
model and sample solutions are given in Ref. [13]. tron to escape from the surface work function bar-

rier plus its thermal energy. The surface is assumed
Cathode Surface/Recombination Region sufficiently rough to be fully accommodating so that

the emitted neutral flux is equal to the ion current
In general the cathode surface is characterized by (ji = eFn.c). The emitted particles are assumed to be

the material, the surface finish and the temperature. Maxwellian with energies proportional to the surface
For this model, the recombination region is assumed temperature. While the terms representing the ther-
to be infinitesimally thin and is considered as a sur- mal energy removed by the thermionic electrons and
face effect. Incident particles from the sheath heat the neutrals are small compared to the other terms,
the surface while emitted particles cool the surface, they are not negligible and can be of the order of
The energy balance at the surface balances the energy tens of percent of the other terms under certain con-
deposited and removed by the particles with heat con- ditions, such as low sheath voltages or for gases with
duction into the solid, and radiative, convective and low ionization potentials such as lithium. In addition,
mass (surface erosion) transport to the surroundings, radiative and convective transport from the surface as
The net heat flux to the surface due to the plasma is well as conduction into the material are also consid-
given by ered for the overall energy balance, depending on the

specific problem. These effects are included in the
qtot = i + qe - - qn thermal model.

= Ji (eVc + eVB + ei - Oeff) For high cathode temperatures, thermionic emis-

[+j (e + eVe] sion is the dominant current conduction mechanism
+je [eff + Te 1+ 2kTe, in the near-cathode region [12]. Thermionic emission

( 2kT\ is described by the empirical Richardson-Dushman
- b eff + - - - Fn,c 2kTc (1) relation shown in Eq. (3). The thermionic emission

is extremely sensitive to the values of the Richard-
and the net current is given by son coefficient, AR, and the material work function

0. A 1/2 eV change in work function can produce
jtot = Ji + ib - I. (2) more than an order of magnitude change in current

The first major term in Eq. (1) represents the energy density. The Richardson coefficient and the work

from the ions, the second term from the plasma elec- function may also be temperature dependent. Past
trons, the third term from the thermionic electrons, authors usually model one of these parameters as a

and the fourth is the thermal energy removed by the function of the surface temperature while the other

neutrals. In the ion term, the subterms represent remains constant [14]. In addition, the surface elec-

the energy gained from the voltage drop through the tric field acts to enhance the emission, a phenomenon

sheath and presheath regions plus the energy result- known as the Schottky effect [15]. The effect is shown

ing from the recombination of the ions at the surface. as a lowering of the material work function in Eq. (4).
The plasma electron term contains the energy for con- ,
densation of an electron on the material plus the ther- jb = AR T' exp ( -e (3)
mal energy of the electrons. Note that this thermal \ kT

energy contains two terms because only the tail elec- eE
trons of the Boltzmann distribution are considered. ef = o - (4)
The retarding sheath potential serves to reject plasma
electrons with insufficient kinetic energy. The energy The magnitude of the electric field at the cathode
flux to the surface is therefore obtained by integrating surface is primarily determined by the characteris-
over the population of electrons that have sufficient tics of the sheath region. The Schottky effect can
energy to overcome the sheath potential, resulting in significantly change the thermionic emission current
the two terms shown in Eq. (1) for the plasma elec- density. For the conditions of interest in this study,
tron thermal energy. The thermionic electron term the Schottky effect may change the work function by
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several tenths of an electron volt, resulting in signifi- This equation is used to compute the Schottky ef-
cant changes in the thermionic current. feet and completes the description of the thermionic

emission current given in Eq. (3) and Eq. (4). Ex-

Sheath Region pressions for the normalized ion number density and
the normalized Bohm energy are given in Eq. (6) and

The sheath region is assumed to contain collision- Eq. (7) respectively.

less particles with constant total energy (potential n.
plus kinetic). Three species are considered, namely i = - = 1 + Jb(e + Ebo)-  (6)
monoenergetic thermionic (or beam) electrons, singly ne,o

charged monoenergetic ions, and Maxwellian elec- eVB vi
trons originating in the plasma [4] [6]. Further, the rIB = - Jb( + - /  (7)
sheath thickness is assumed to be much less than the k 2 - Jt(r + Ebo)

Larmor radii of the particles, and therefore, magnetic
field effects on the particle trajectories are negligible. Presheath and Ionization Regions

Presheath and lonization Regions
The model developed here is similar to the one pre-

sented in Ref. [4] but also includes the thermal energy The ionization and presheath regions connect the
of the thermionic electrons, Ebo (= 2T/T) , and uses
a normalization such that the normalized thermioni sheath region with the main plasma body [9] [15].

Sn s t t n c The purpose of the presheath region is to accelerate
current density, Jb, is independent of the normalized the ions so that they enter the sheath region with thethe ions so that they enter the sheath region with the
sheath voltage, r,. For a stable sheath to occur, the m e r f a s sminimum energy required for a stable sheath (Bohmions must enter the sheath with energies equal to or energy) [16]. For this model the presheath region is

gr r tn te B m m m e y [ Th energy) [16]. For this model the presheath region is
greater than the Bohm minimum energy [16]. The .great . Te combined with the ionization zone by requiring that
ions here are assumed to enter the sheath with ener-Sh a a t e - ions leave the ionization region with the Bohm energy.
gies equal to the Bohm minimum energy which is rep- The ionization region generates the required number
resented as the Bohm potential, Ve. The plasma elec- of ion and electron pairs to match the sheath and
trons are assumed to be Maxwellian and referenced main plasma body values. An illustration of the par-

main plasma body values. An illustration of the par-to the electron density at the sheath edge. Theseto the electron density at the sheath edge. These tides entering and leaving the model regions is shown
electrons fall into two classes, namely those with suf- i . . r i rin Fig. (2). The number density of the electron and
ficient kinetic energy to overcome the sheath retard-
ing potential and reach the cathode surface and those
with insufficient energy that are repelled back to the
main plasma. The corresponding flux of the high Solid Shath Main Plasma

energy electrons constitutes the plasma electron cur- J -i i j ie
rent. The one-dimensional Poisson charge equation i

is used to describe the electric field and the electric e Ji ep

potential Jb Jb
The voltage at the sheath edge was set to zero as pFx  p

a reference point and the electric field is assumed to n

be €,h at the sheath edge. The sheath region model Combined lonizaion and

provides a relation for the electric field at the cathode Rgi
surface given by Eq. (5).

( eE, __D2 [( r, )/2 Figure 2: Illustration of regional particle fluxes.
= e.cL ici

kT, i 1 B ion pairs that can be produced by ionization is de-

- 4J [(c + Ebo) 1/- Eb /2  termined by the energy balance. Since only singly
charged ions are considered, the production rates of

+ 2 e'-  - 2 + ,h 2  (5) the ions, rii, and the electrons, ri,, are equal. Since
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the cathode surface is assumed to be fully accommo- is set by the pressure assuming fully ionized plasma
dating, the ion flux, j,/e, to the sheath and the flux (a = 1), given in
of neutrals from the surface, Fn,c, are equal. The en-
ergy equation in the ionization region can be written ni,mar = (10)
as 2kT,

If this limit is reached, the excess energy to the ion-
jb [e(Vc + VB) + 2kTe] - ji (eVB + ei - 2kTc) ization region is assumed to be dissipated in modes

- j2kT, l+ e(V + VB) other than ionization or thermal energy. Similarly,
je2 2kT, J if the plasma is sufficiently ionized already, then a

( m minimum number of ions exist as shown in
- ot 2kTe - -i = 0. (8)

7_mi P a
(11)n,m n - kTe 1 + a

The predominant terms are the energy added to
the region by the thermionic electrons, the energy That is, ion/electron pairs produced outside of the
consumed by ionization, the energy removed by the ionization region are used. The ionization fraction
ions to the sheath, and the energy removed by the represents the number of ions per heavy particle (ions
plasma electrons to both the sheath (third term) and plus neutrals). The values for the pressure and the
the main plasma (fourth term). The relative sizes of ionization fraction only affect these limiting condi-
the current densities determine which energy removal tions and have no effect if the number of ions pro-
term dominates. The energy equation can be normal- duced is governed by the energy balance. In other
ized into a trancendental equation of three variables, words, if the number density calculated by the en-

r7c, Jb and Ebo [13]. ergy balance is lower than the minimum value set
Previous authors have used a simpler form of by the ionization fraction then the value set by the

Eq. (8), ionization fraction is used. Similarly, if the number

ib V = ji (i. (9) density value from the energy balance is greater than
the value set by the pressure, the value calculated

That is, all of the energy gained by the thermionic from the pressure is used.
electrons in the sheath is used to create ions [9] [15]. There are many other effects that have been ne-
This equation provides an algebraic relation between glected in this formulation, for example, radiation
the sheath voltage and the thermionic current as com- to/from both the main discharge and the surface,
pared to Eq. (8) which is transcendental. Note that and nonequilibrium effects. Also, the ions within
although Eq. (8) is more complicated than Eq. (9) an MPD thruster can achieve axial velocities greater
it does not contain any new variables (including the than 50 km/s which may significantly change the
sheath region). ionization characteristics along the cathode from the

Neumann considered argon and base to the tip. The pressure may also vary along
helium at 1 atm [15]. A semi-infinite thoriated tung- the cathode due to plasma acceleration and magnetic
sten cathode (0 = 2.6 eV, AR = 1 A/cm 2/K 2 ), with pumping effects.
current densities of 3536 to 3837 A/cm 2 with sheath
voltages of 31.09 and 4.66 volts, respectively, was an- Overall Near-Cathode Plasma Model
alyzed. For this range, the plasma electron current
ranges from negligible at 31.09 volts to 30 percent The surface, sheath and presheath/ionization re-
of the total current at 4.66 volts, and the products gion models are combined to form the overall near-
in Eq. (9) range from 37.6 to 17.8 kW/cm 2 respec- cathode plasma model. The heat flux and the current
tively. Clearly, the plasma electron current cannot be density to the surface are determined for values of the
neglected for low-voltage situations, electron temperature, Te, the cathode temperature,

There are upper and lower limits on the number Tc, the sheath voltage, Vc, the pressure, P, the ion-
of ion/electron pairs in the ionization region. The ization fraction, a, the surface material, and the gas
upper limit on the number of possible ions produced type. While the normalized parameters are useful for
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examining the characteristics of each region, they are One-Dimensional Models
not useful for the combined model. This is because
the term in the empirical relation for the thermionic The simplest thermal model is one-dimensional
emission current (Richardson-Dushman equation) for heat conduction, given by
the Schottky effect does not normalize in the same
manner as the other equations. Therefore the compu- q Ac kth Tp - Tbe) (12)
tations were performed using the unnormalized vari- L

ables. A slightly more advanced thermal model includes ra-
The relative values of the ion and plasma elec- dial external heat removal where the cathode is as-

tron current are predominantly determined by the sumed to be uniformly cooled by convection (or lin-
sheath voltage. The heat flux to the cathode sur- earized radiation). These models are often referred
face increases until the maximum ion number density, to as one and one-half dimensional models. A cath-
which is set by the pressure in the ionization region, ode with a large length to diameter ratio, L/d, can
is reached, and then decreases. For cathode temper- be effectively modeled as an "infinite fin" with a heat
atures below the peak, ion and plasma electron heat- flux given by Eq. (13) and the axial temperature dis-
ing dominate, while for values above the peak the ion tribution by Eq. (14) [17].
and plasma electron heat fluxes are approximately
constant. (A slight increase in the ion heat flux oc- hconv kth 2 d 3

curs because the Bohm energy is weakly dependent on q = 4 (Tip -Too) (13)
the cathode temperature.) Therefore, the total heat
flux decreases because the thermionic electron cool-
ing effect begins to dominate. It is this set of curves T = (Tbae - Too)exp - o  + Tbae (14)
that forms the boundary conditions for the thermal k hd

model. The near-cathode plasma model is most sensi- For cathodes with smaller L/d ratios it is more ap-
tive to the material work function as expected due to propriate to specify either the base temperature or
the exponential nature of the Richardson-Dushman the heat flux from the base. These models are
equation. more appropriate for cathodes with water cooling at

their base, such as the cathode in the Stuttgart ZT1
Thermal Model thruster or the JPL cathode test facility (CTF) [18].

Solutions for other electrode base conditions can also
For a given set of boundary conditions, the thermal be found in Ref. [17]. While this model adds radial

model describes the temperature distribution within heat removal, it is restricted to one value for the heat
the cathode. There are several orders of approxima- transfer coefficient, hconv. For an actual thruster, the
tion by which the thermal model can be done rang- heat transfer coefficient may vary significantly along
ing from simple one-dimensional analytical models to the length of the cathode. These models provide a
complex two-dimensional (axisymmetric) numerical good first approximation for arcs with only tip at-
ones. The nonlinearities of the near-cathode plasma tachment, such as arcjets.
model can cause numerical difficulties for the thermal For an accurate thermal model of the MPD
model. The heat flux to the surface from the plasma thruster cathode, the ohmic heating must be in-
model is sensitive to the surface temperature. The cluded. Calculations for the large currents required in
thermal model must be resilient enough to handle MPD thrusters show that ohmic heating is the dom-
large boundary condition changes during the numer- inant electrode heating mechanism. For example, a
ical iterations. While the simple models do not have 12 mm diameter tungsten cathode 65 mm long pro-
the capabilities for solving the problems of interest, duces 1.4 kW by ohmic heating at 2000 A (Pe = 60
they provide useful insights into the solution trends x 10-8 Q-m).
and provide good first approximations for the start- A one and one-half dimensional numerical solution
ing conditions for the more advanced models. for a cathode which includes radial radiation and con-

vection, and ohmic heating, for a cylindrical rod with
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a conical tip is presented in Ref. [10] for the steady-
state case and in Ref. [19] for the transient case. This
model assumes constant properties (convection coeffi- P
cient, emissivity, thermal conductivity, and electrical 1 R
resistivity). The pair of second-order ordinary differ- R'y"
ential equations are solved numerically with constant H
temperature boundary conditions at both ends. The
heat removal from the cathode base could be used
instead of the base temperature depending on which
parameter is known. The equation for the cylindrical Figure 3: Illustration of a cylindrical cathode with a
portion is given by flattened conical tip.

d20 I-peL 2

0= +
dZ2  h Ti [r )2] for the cylindrical cathode with a flattened conical

kth 'Ttip [ cyl) tip shown in Fig. (3) (rtip = 2 mm, and ) = 300).

2oeaL 2 Ttip3 [4 (T. \ 4  Figures 4 and 5 show the tip surface heat flux as a

kh r cl ) function of tip temperature with current as a param-
th y t p  eter. Positive heat fluxes indicate that the plasma is

2hconv (Too heating the cathode. As the current is increased the
kth rcyl Ttip) allowable tip heat flux is reduced because of the in-

creased Joule heating. Figures 6 and 7 show the axial
for ZI < Z < 1 where 0 = T/Ttip, Z = z/L, and Z, is temperature distributions within the cathodes for dif-
the axial location of the interface of the conical and ferent current values. For these cases, only convective
the cylindrical portions. The equation for the conical cooling is considered; that is, radiation is neglected
portion is given by and the base temperature is 1500 K. For the cylin-

d20 2 tan / dO

= dZ 2  cos P(Ztan P+rcyl/L) dZ

L Pe 3000
+ L P ,? Current (A) h,, = 0.1 W/cm2/K

kth Ttip[7r (Z tan/ + rcyl/L)] 2500- - 0 T =1000 K

2cr ,rLTtip3  T 1 2000- -""" 1000 kt= 1.0W/cm/K
... - .. 2000
cos kh (Z tan + rcyl/L) Ta 0 P. = 6.0 x 0 -m

500 ----3000

for 0 < Z < Zi. These second-order equations p 500- ..---

can be split into pairs of first-order equations us- .---
0-

ing the transformation Y = 0 and Y)' = (dO/dZ). .. '. ..... .. .. , .. .
These sets of first-order equations for this boundary 2000 2400 2800 3200
value problem are solved numerically using a shooting Tip Temperature (K)
technique employing the fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method coupled with the secant method. Note that
the equations in both Refs. [10] and [19] contain Figure 4: Heat flux as function of surface temperature
errors; the correct relationships are are given here by with current as a parameter.

Eqns. 15 and 16.
Solutions for a cathode with a 12 mm diameter and drical geometry, the zero current case is the same as

65 mm length are shown in Fig. (4) and Fig. (6) for the pin-fin case previously considered. The allowable
a cylindrical geometry and in Fig. (5) and Fig. (7) heat load to the cathode tip decreases with increasing
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4000-
h0 = 0.1 W/cm2/K

3500- • T= 1000K
2000 "" = . K

h = 0.1 W/cm2/K Current (A) 3000- '=. 1.0 W/cm/K

S 1500- T= 1000 K - 0
E k = 1.0 W/cm/K 1000 2500- .. Current (A)

17 - ----- 2000 -. '
S1000- P. 6.0 x O -m -- 3000 2000- ......... 1000

--------------------------------------------

500- 1500- 3'" .. - 000
S .----- --... ------ --- 4000

S 0- ....... 1000-. . . . .

.-- 0 20 40 60 80

-500- ... .... ... i Distance From Tip (mm)
2000 2400 2800 3200

Tip Temperature (K) Figure 7: Cylindrical cathode temperature distribu-
tion with conical tip and with constant electrical re-

Figure 5: Heat flux as function of surface temperature sistivity.

with current as a parameter for a cylindrical cathode
with a conical tip.

current due to the heat generation from ohmic heat-
ing. For a given current value and tip temperature,
the allowable tip heat flux is further decreased with
the addition of a conical tip to the cathode. This is
due to the decreased cross-sectional area and there-
fore the larger temperature gradient necessary for a

6000- given heat flux.

h. = 0.1 W/cm2/K Ti = 1000 K The temperature distribution along the cathode is

5000- k= 1.0W/cm/K P = 6.0 x I0_ --m strongly dependent on the current value as seen in

* figures 6 and 7. For large currents, the maximum
4000- Current (A) temperature within the cathode is not at the tip but

.~- 0 is towards the middle, which may explain the MPD

S3000- --- --------... 2000 thruster cathode melting observed at the University
- -000 of Stuttgart [20]. This cathode apparently melted

2000- -- -- 4000 internally and ruptured due to excessive Joule heat-
-----------.-. ' -- 5000 ing leaving an external bulge and an internal hollow

Sarea[20]. The larger temperature gradients associated

0 20 40 60 80 with the conical tip can also be seen.

Distance From Tip (mm) One significant improvement to this model is the
inclusion of temperature dependent electrical resis-
tivity. While the thermal conductivity remains rela-

Figure 6: Cylindrical cathode temperature distribu- tively constant, the electrical resistivity changes sig-
tion with constant electrical resistivity, nificantly over the range of temperatures expected for

these cathodes, as seen in Fig. (8) [21].

A linear curve fit of the electrical resistivity pro-
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E 140 7000-
1 / Current (A)

S100130 . -- . - 0
18 60 0003 _. .-.. 1000

6 + p data 120 20005000- " ' -- 0
SPt -110 / h = 0.1 W/cm/K --- 3000

A. 40- . kdata 4000- ' T= 1000K -- 4000

20- - fit 100 3000- k.. =1. 0 W/cm/K \
W 20 k, fi 3000 .

0 2000

3';i 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 00 ---- i--- -- ---
1000 -- i - i - i -

Temperature (K) 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Distance From Tip (mm)

Figure 8: Thermal conductivity and electrical resis-
tivity for tungsten as a function of temperature. Figure 9: Cylindrical cathode temperature distribu-

tion with temperature dependent electrical resistiv-

vides the relation ity.

p, = (-12.457 + 0.03497 T) x 10- 8  (17)

and a curve fit of the thermal conductivity data yields also necessary.

kth = 84.60 + 77.76 exp (-7.995 x 10-4T)

- 149.67 exp (-5.026 x 10- 3 T) (18) One and One-Half-Dimensional Finite Differ-
ence Thermal Model

The linear resistivity can be substituted for the
constant value of Pe in Eqns. 15 and 16. This
change can significantly affect the results for currents Experimental data suggest that for MPD thrustersthe arc attachment may extend over a significant por-
greater than 1000 A, as seen by comparing Fig. (6) t h e a r c a t t a c h m e n t may extend over a significant por-
and Fig. (9). tion of the exposed surface area [1]. Therefore, theand Fig. (9). thermal model must be capable of modeling ohmic

It is therefore important to use the temperature t h er m a l m o d el m u st b e capable o f m o d eling ohmic
dependent properties for high-current cases, while heating and arc attachment over a range of axial po-
the constant properties may be h-current caes wile sitions as well as the tip. These cathodes can operate

cases. Using constant properties will simplify the nu- in either the tip attachment mode or a more diffuse

merical solution. attachment, illustrated in Fig. (10), depending on the

While these models are adequate for simple cath- discharge pressure.

ode geometries and boundary conditions (constant Temperature-dependent material properties are
values) they are not sufficient to fully model the cath- also required due to the large range of temperatures
ode characteristics in electric thrusters. It is expected experienced in the cathode. For this study, a one
that the plasma characteristics may change signifi- and one-half-dimensional finite difference model (ax-
cantly along the cathode, and therefore the charac- ial temperature distribution subject to radial bound-
teristics of the near-cathode plasma model will be ary conditions) was developed. The model is capable
significantly different. Also, observations at JPL of variable geometries, temperature-dependent mate-
have shown severe melting for conical-tip cathode and rial properties, and multimode heat transfer (arc at-
negligible melting with hemispherical-tip cathodes at tachment plus radiative and convective transport) at
similar and higher power levels [22]. A model ca- any axial location. The cathode is discretized axially
pable of modeling a hemispherical-tipped cathode is into a given number of cells. The steady state heat
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these, only the high temperature (fully ionized) so-
lution is numerically stable. Therefore, the value of
the pressure is important for this type of discharge
and the energy balance in the ionization region is
not needed. The infinite fin solution is also shown in

High-Pssure Arc Attachment

2000-
. . '..........- Plasma Model

- 1500- - - -D Model (Eq. 12)
- Fin Model (Eq. 13)

1000- -- c = 10
Low-Presur Arc Attachment T = 1.0 eV

500 \ P= 1000 Pa
.- --- . a=10o

Figure 10: Illustration of high-pressure and low- 3 ..--
0 ... = 3.5 eV

pressure cathode arc attachment. \ = 3 2
\ A= 60/K /cm

-500...... .......
equation, 2000 2400 2800 3200

d( _ dVol Surface Temperature (K)
d , , dT\ dA.ur . dVol

dx d dx dx

Figure 11: Heat flux as function of surface tempera-
is solved using central finite differencing for each cell ture with thermal model solutions.
edge and the method of successive-over-relaxation to

solve the global set of equations. Fig. (11) for a convection coefficient of 5 W/cm2 /K
The total current is determined by integrating the and an environmental temperature of 500 K. Note

and an environmental temperature of 500 K. Note
current density values over the emitting surface. For

that for operation where only tip attachment occurs,
conditions where the are is attached over a major r ri ioitions wher the arc i attachedover a majr all combinations of the model parameters are not pos-
portion of the cathode surface, and therefore a large sible.
range of cathode temperatures exists, the surface heat F t p c . (1)

For the plasma conditions shown in Fig. (11) forflux can vary significantly. That is, because the cath- e oemesoal soltion of Eq. (1), 40 W wr
the one-dimensional solution of Eq. (12), 420 W were

ode surface temperature will change significantly, so the cathode tip with a c t of 502
applied at the cathode tip with a current of 502 A

will the heat flux and the current density to the sur- d a e a .
face. and a surface temperature of 2700 K. At these condi-

tions the ohmic heating would be about 100 W. Note
that this effect is not included in either Eq. (12) or

Combined Thermal and Plasma Model Eq. (13). For the infinite fin solution, the heat load

Solutions is 1.0 kW with a current of 340 A and a tip tempera-
ture of 2620 K. For this case ohmic heating would be

The near-cathode plasma model and the cathode about 50 W. While Ohmic heating can be neglected
thermal model are combined to form an overall model for the conditions used for the infinite fin solution, it
of the cathode-plasma interaction. Figure (11) shows should not be neglected for the conditions used in the
the heat flux and surface temperature relations for one-dimensional case where Ohmic heating is compa-
both the near-cathode plasma model and the simple rable to the heat flux from the plasma.
heat transfer model (tungsten rod with a 12 mm di- For the special case where the arc only attaches at
ameter and a 65 mm length). Solutions exist at three the tip, such as for the arcjet, a series of solutions can
points; namely, at the origin (trivial solution) and the be reasonably determined. For a given set of ther-
two nonzero solutions where the curves intersect. Of mal characteristics (hconv, kth, L, and Ac) for the
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one-dimensional model, and given the plasma prop-
erties, one can solve for the intercept point of the one- 4000
dimensional thermal model and near-cathode plasma
model for the fully ionized (stable) case. The model 3500-
parameters can then be adjusted to examine their ^ \ --- T P= 10 P
effects on the solution. For example, consider the 3000- -.... T P= 10 Pa
case of zero heat flux to the surface from the plasma. ..-'---:..... T P= 10P
This special case does not depend on the type of ther- - 2500- -- - T P= 10 Pa
mal model or on the thermal model parameters, and Argon -- s
therefore provides a good reference point for exam- - = 1000 A T P = 10 P

ining the plasma effects. Generally, for cases with- T,=1.0eV T, P=10 Pa
out internal heat generation (one-dimensional ther-, =3.5eV
mal model), the tip temperature solution will be 1500 . . . .

0 20 40 60 80bounded by the point of maximum heat flux (peak
of curve) and the zero heat flux solution. This range Normalized Voltage
of solutions can be limited for certain combinations of
parameters, for example, small sheath voltages. That
is, the difference between the zero-heat-flux temper- Figure 13: Peak and zero point temperatures as a
ature and the peak temperature may be small. The function of normalized sheath voltage with pressure
limiting tip temperature solutions are shown in Figs. as a parameter.
12 and 13 as a function of the sheath voltage. Note

the plasma electron heating becomes significant and
4000 _dominates for very small voltages (< 4 volts). A min-

imum sheath voltage exists at the point where Tpeak
3500- and Tzero are the same. This minimum is not the

^ 0 _ _ _- T, , 0 = 3.5 eV same as the minimum discussed previously although
S3000- - -... = 3.5 eV the voltage values for both may be similar. The tip

S . .. = 4.0 eV temperature is strongly dependent on both the pres-
" TF, = 4.0 eV sure and the material work function. Although a

2500 Argon - - T 0 =4.0eV three orders of magnitude change in pressure for a
t I = 1000 A -.- Tp, 0 = 4.5 eV specific thruster is not probable, it is not inconceiv-
2000 T =1.0eV - T, =4.5eV able for the material work function to change over

P= 103 Pa the range of 1 eV shown.
1500 . . . . .

0 20 40 60 80 Plots of attachment area as a function of sheath
voltage can be seen in Fig. (14), and as a function of

Normalized Voltage tip temperature in Fig. (15). The same dual solution
can be seen for attachment area as for temperature
because the two are related. As the sheath voltage

Figure 12: Peak and zero point temperatures as a drops from a high value, the cathode temperature
function of normalized sheath voltage with work func- decreases because the ion energy transferred to the
tion as a parameter, surface is decreasing. The decrease in temperature

produces a comparable decrease in thermionic cur-
that two different sheath voltages can produce the rent . Therefore the attachment area must increase
same cathode tip temperature and that a tempera- to maintain the same total current since ji and jb are
ture minimum exists. The decreasing temperature both decreasing. The minimum in temperature cor-
with decreasing voltage for the large voltage range is responds to the maximum in attachment area. As the
a result of decreasing ion energies. For small voltages, voltage is further decreased the temperature begins to
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increase as the plasma electron heating becomes im-
portant. Even though the plasma electron current is
increasing, the thermionic current is increasing faster
and therefore the attachment area decreases. Figure

-Argon 15 illustrates both solutions. For a given tip temper-
E " I = 1000 A ature, two attachment area values may be possible

S/'"' T = 1.0 eV corresponding to two different sheath voltages. The
-... P=10 Pa smaller attachment area will have the larger sheath

1.5--- voltage. Also, for a given attachment area, two tem-
..."""-- .perature solutions may be possible with the smaller

'1.0- (eV) - temperature corresponding to the larger voltage. The
Z _3.5 actual thruster may operate in either the high-voltage

<0.5- ... 4.0 mode or the low-voltage mode depending on the spe-
---.. 4.5 cific discharge characteristics[23]. It is also possible

0.0 .. i .... ... for the discharge to transition between these modes.
0 10 20 30 40 The experiments may reveal which operational mode

Normalized Voltage dominates for a given set of operating parameters.

Conclusions
Figure 14: Arc attachment area as a function of nor-
malized sheath voltage with work function as a pa- An overall model describing the operation of high
rameter. current cathodes has been developed. The model

combines a description of the near-cathode plasma
with a thermal model of the cathode. For the high
pressure discharges (about 1 atm) associated with
arcjet thrusters (where the arc primarily attaches a
the cathode tip), a simpler one-dimensional thermal
model can be used. For a given set of operating pa-

3.0 rameters, the overall model predicts a range of op-
r erating temperatures and arc attachments areas for

2.5- this type of discharge. Also, for a given set of oper-
2.0 ating conditions, it is possible to have two different

< , cathode temperatures (with two different sheath volt-
S1.5- ages) for a given attachment area, or vice versa. This

Sindicates that there are two operating modes for the
1.0- 0 (eV) \ Argon arc attachment.

- 3.5 I = 1000 A For low pressure discharges where the arc attach-! 0.5 .......... 4.0 T = 1.0 eV< . 10 ment is not confined to the tip region alone, a more
- 4.5 P= 10 Pa complicated thermal model is required. This model0.0-."'....'......''..'....

2800 3200 3600 must be capable of radial heat loads as well as axial
ones. Preliminary model results indicate that for this

Tip Temperature (K) type of operation, the temperature of the cathode
in the arc attachment region is relatively constant.
Experimental data from University of Stuttgart alsoFigure 15: Arc attachment area as a function of cath- shows this trend, indicating that the model is pro-

. .*shows this trend, indicating that the model is pro-ode temperature with work function as a parameter. viding an adequate description of the cathode arc
viding an adequate description of the cathode are
physics. Other supporting experiments are presented
in Ref. [18].
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